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Allow 1-touch for older ages attack when appropriate build-up for goals scored

the ball - look for verbal and non-verbal cues - PROGRESSION Neutrals - look for open spaces away from defenders PROGRESSION
try to use feints to imbalance/freeze defender Remove cage and teammates, take advantage of space to Require 1 neutral to be involved in

open to the field and easily make next pass - passer Require 2-touch for younger ages to quickly counterattack on winning ball
should target "back foot" to allow receiver to swing 10 passes = 1 pt Defenders - attempt to control and take away options

COACHING POINTS and receive - defender attempts to COACHING POINTS
Movements off the ball should allow receiver to be off and win ball  Attackers - look for angles of support off ball - 

EXPLANATION

10x10yds - or larger 
depending on age group

4 players on outside of grid, 1 defender

40x40 yds

4v4 with 2 neutral (always attacking) 
in middle (use interior grid as "cage" players - no goalkeepers
depending on age group) - outside
players slide back and forth to pass

ACTIVITY 3 4v1 rondo ACTIVITY 4 4v4+2 mini goals
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

on and next player comes on to attack

Make sure plant foot is properly positioned PROGRESSION space - look for earliest opportunity to shoot on goal PROGRESSION
When player scores, she stays

Peek, push, then strike (can use flat cones with balls on top) Try to use feints, change of speed/direction If defender wins ball, she tries to
Try to provide power by lengthening final step to imbalance defender - then burst to available counterattack and score

COACHING POINTS Players for each team try to knock COACHING POINTS both players switch lines and next
Use correct technique (either laces or instep) down all of the other teams cones Use 2-touches on receiving the ball pair starts

25x25 yds

Players form around circle/square

15x15 yds 

Players  go 1v1 face-on to mini goals
Each player has 1-2 balls close by Passer plays ball then acts as defender

1 player for each team is the "goalie" Receiver attempts to feint defender,
and ball retriever shoot on mini-goal - if goal scored

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION
ACTIVITY 1 Knock down the cones - circle ACTIVITY 2 1v1 2 mini goals

0:45-1:00 4v4+2 mini goals TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION

1/2 field Moderate 60 mins

SESSION TIME
0:30-0:32 Water break

7v7 teams Week of Jul 1 2019 5:30p
0:32-0:45 4v1 rondo

0:10-0:20 Knock down the cones - circle
0:20-0:30 1v1 2 mini goals TEAM DATE

EMPHASIS/THEME Feints, change of direction moves to imbalance defender. Introduction to angles and spacing

TIME DESCRIPTION
0:00-0:05 Arrival game - small-sided mini goals
0:05-0:10 Warmup - touch activity, go thru change of direction moves


